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Abstract
With the widely application of cluster analysis, the number of clusters is gradually increasing, as is the
di�culty in selecting the judgment indicators of cluster numbers. Also, small clusters are crucial to
discovering the extreme characteristics of data samples, but current clustering algorithms focus mainly
on analyzing large clusters. In this paper, a bidirectional clustering algorithm based on local density
(BCALoD) is proposed. BCALoD establishes the connection between data points based on local density,
can automatically determine the number of clusters, is more sensitive to small clusters, and can reduce
the adjusted parameters to a minimum. On the basis of the robustness of cluster number to noise, a
denoising method suitable for BCALoD is proposed. Different cutoff distance and cutoff density are
assigned to each data cluster, which results in improved clustering performance. Clustering ability of
BCALoD is veri�ed by randomly generated datasets and city light satellite images.

Introduction
Cluster analysis is a data processing algorithm using unsupervised learning that has been widely used in
machine learning and information recognition [1]. The main clustering methods used so far include K-
means clustering, the Gaussian mixture model (GMM), hierarchical clustering, mean shift clustering, and
density-based spatial clustering of applications with noise (DBSCAN) [2]. K-means clustering can achieve
good clustering performance for spherical datasets and is one of the most widely used clustering
methods [3]. However, K-means clustering has poor clustering ability in dealing with aspheric data, and it
must determine the number of clusters in advance [4, 5]. GMM can calculate the expectation and variance
of Gaussian datasets [6], but it is di�cult to use for effective cluster analysis of data with poor Gaussian
characteristics. Mean shift clustering [7] can automatically determine the number of clusters, but for a
small-cluster dataset the selection of the sliding window radius may affect the clustering results.
DBSCAN does not need to determine the number of clusters and can do cluster analysis for data with
arbitrary shapes [8]. However, if the density of the sample set is not uniform, and the differences in cluster
spacing vary somewhat, the clustering quality is poor and too many parameters must be adjusted.
Rodriguez et al. [9] proposed a density-based fast searching method that overcomes the drawbacks of
conventional data clustering methods and can quickly cluster aspheric sets. Unlike the mean shift
method, their procedure does not require embedding the data in a vector space; however, it has the
problem of requiring manual work to select the number of clusters and easily ignores small clusters,
making clustering results depend on manual experience and subjective judgment.

As cluster analysis is applied in more and more �elds, the amount of sample data increases, and the
cluster number also increases. The increase in the cluster number increases the di�culty in judging the
number of clusters for various clustering methods. Small clusters denote points in the data sample that
are far away from large clusters and have aggregation phenomenon. Small clusters seldom appear, but in
the �eld of engineering structural safety analysis [10, 11], small clusters usually indicate extreme or
unconsidered working conditions. In some cases, accurately identifying small-cluster information is more
important than identifying large clusters. Unfortunately, existing methods focus mainly on forming large
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clusters, and there is little research on small clusters. Also, existing data clustering algorithms for
processing noise rely mainly on an arti�cial threshold. In cluster analysis, using a uni�ed standard
denoising indicator increases the discarding of small clusters because the clustering characteristics of
each cluster are different. These problems impose challenges on traditional clustering methods.

In this paper, a bidirectional clustering algorithm is proposed that works by combining the advantages of
mean shift clustering and clustering by fast search and �nd of density peaks. The proposed algorithm is
divided into an up process and a down process. In the up process, the local density of different data
points is calculated to �nd high-local-density points nearest to data points, and then data chains are
formed from data points ranging from low local density to high local density. In the down process, the
highest local-density data points are treated as clustering centers, and then the data chains are merged,
all data points are traversed, and �nally the clustering operation is completed from high-local-density
data to low-local-density data. By comparing K-means clustering, GMM, and BCALoD, it was found that
the proposed clustering algorithm can quickly calculate the number of clusters and has good recognition
performance for small clusters. In the clustering process, the number of parameters requiring adjustment
is reduced to a minimum.

The noise problem was also addressed in this study in real-world data measurement [12] by using the
characteristics of a large range and the non-evident aggregation property of noise. A noise reduction
decision indicator is proposed that is suitable for BCALoD and assigns a different cutoff distance and
cutoff density for each cluster to retain important data as much as possible. By clustering random data
examples and city light photographs, it was found that the proposed algorithm has good denoising
performance.

Bidirectional Clustering Algorithm Based On Local Density (Bcalod)
Assume that the clustering center is data points with maximum local density, and then calculate the local
density (ρi) of each point in the dataset:

where dij is the Euclidean distance between point j and point i, and dc is the cutoff distance selected in the
proportion of 1% to 2% of the total distance of data points. Because a Gaussian kernel is used to
represent the local distance ρ [7,13], the probability that the local density is the same at all points in the
area is low. Assuming that the local density ρ of each point is different, data points are sorted according
to the value of the local density ρ. Fig.1 shows the schematic diagram of BCALoD.

In the up process, the condition for judging point k as a cluster center is given by within the cutoff
distance, no point has a larger local density than point k. For all points in the dataset, each point
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establishes a connection with only its upper layer, and there is no relation with the next layer; that is, the
tops of the selected data chains have nothing to do with the starting point. The up process is started by
selecting from the point with the smallest local density ρ. The addressing sequence re�ects only the path
from bottom to top and does not change the local density of the cluster centers. For small clusters, if no
point within the cutoff distance has a higher local density, those clusters are formed as one category
respectively. Overall, the up process can be regarded as the inverse operation of clustering data points in
a density peak clustering algorithm.

In clustering by fast search and �nd of density peaks, when the data sizes of large clusters are much
greater than those of small clusters, the information of small clusters is easily overwhelmed, resulting in
subjectivity in determining the number of clusters. Bidirectional clustering can properly identify the
clustering of small clusters. The mean shift algorithm must embed random data points and continuously
iterate the sliding window, which leads to a high data calculation cost and usually hampers analyzing
high-dimensional clusters. The proposed method of constructing data clusters by data chains can reduce
the operational cost and ensure that the selection of clustering centers is unrelated to the initial selection.
BCALoD establishes the data chains, is not required to embed the data into the vector space, can
automatically determine the number of clusters, is more sensitive than other methods to small clusters,
and reduces the adjusted parameters to the lowest. In summary, this method combines the advantages of
clustering by fast search and �nd of density peaks and mean shift clustering.

We used a Gaussian mixture distribution to generate a 2D dataset (Case 1), as shown in Fig.2a. Fig.2b
shows the results of the BCALoD clustering algorithm. Table 1 shows the size of each cluster.

Table. 1. Cluster sizes of 2D Gaussian mixture distribution datasets
No. 1-7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

Set size 0 0 50 400 800 1000 2000 5000

Cluster Result 1 3 50 394 778 996 2019 5003

Table 1. Cluster size. The resulting clusters 1 through 7 contained one data point each, while cluster 8
contained three data points. These data points were distant from the other data points, which are referred
to as discrete points. In the BCALoD cluster analysis, such data points are independently grouped into
one category. The size of cluster 8 is 50, which is much smaller than the amount of data contained in
other clusters; this type of cluster is referred to as a small cluster. The results demonstrate the excellent
clustering performance of small clusters by the BCALoD algorithm. The accuracy rate is over 98.5%.

Noise Recognition And Cutoff Distance Optimization
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The in�uence of noise is usually unavoidable in the real world [14]. How to deal with noise reasonably is
an important problem in cluster analysis [15]. The noise in cluster analysis has the characteristics of
large range and small aggregation. Cluster analysis reveals that empirical values can quickly determine a
relatively reasonable range. When the distance between two clusters is arti�cially increased or noise is
added, the values of the cutoff distances also change, whereas the clustering properties in the clusters do
not change. Meanwhile, because the aggregation degree of each cluster is different, it is unreasonable to
use a uniform cutoff distance for denoising. 

We introduced noise points to Case 1, as shown in Fig.3a. The BCALoD algorithm was used to do cluster
analysis for all data. Fig.3b shows the clustering results. 

If the number of noise points is much lower than the number of real clusters, denoising can be done
simply by comparing cluster sizes. However, when there are real small clusters or noise clusters, it is easy
to discard real small clusters by denoising using only cluster size. Because of the characteristics of noise,
the local density of noise is much lower than that of actual clustering centers. Therefore, when clustering
density is gradually �ltered from small to large, the low clustering density data points in noise clusters
and real clusters are deleted �rst, while the clustering centers of real clusters are not deleted (Fig.4a). In
other words, the number of clustering centers of real clusters has strong robustness against changes in
clustering density.

BCALoD algorithm could retain more sensitivity to small clusters and save non-noise data to the greatest
extent possible. Also, the algorithm used a decision indicator to scienti�cally assign a different cutoff
local density and cutoff distance for each cluster. Because the denoising process does not require
repeated calculations on data points, this algorithm can reduce calculation costs.

Results
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We used a combination dataset to verify the BCALoD algorithm by comparing the results of different
clustering algorithms, as shown in Fig.5. By comparing the BCALoD algorithm, K-means clustering, and
mixed Gaussian clustering, the relative performance of the BCALoD algorithm was determined. In K-
means clustering, the silhouette coe�cient [16] is used to calculate the clustering and separation degrees,
and the maximum value of the silhouette coe�cient is selected as the number of clusters, which
completes K-means clustering. In mixed Gaussian clustering, the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) [17]
is used to select the number of clusters, and the minimum value of the BIC is selected as the data number
of clusters. 

For image clustering, pixel values of different data points are different. Because the pixel value of Li is an
integer, it can easily yield the same local density. Therefore, taking the pixel value as the main factor, the
local density was de�ned as:

where ρi is the local density calculated by Eq. (1). Because Li is an integer, the value of ρi of each point
was normalized to make the local density of different data points different. Under the condition of the
same pixel, data points were sorted by comparing ρi. 

Fig.6 shows a city lighting satellite image and the clustering results by BCALoD cluster algorithm.

As shown in cases above, for nonspherical clusters, spirals datasets, noise-containing datasets, and city
light image data, the proposed algorithm achieved good clustering performance. The only parameter that
required adjustment in the clustering calculation was cutoff density, which reduced the di�culty of
parameter adjustment in the clustering process as much as possible. The number of clusters was
automatically determined by the method based on BCALoD, which was more sensitive to the information
of small clusters, and assigned a different cutoff distance and cutoff local density for each data cluster.

Conclusions
A BCALoD algorithm is proposed in this paper that is based on local density that combines the merits of
clustering by fast search and �nd of density peaks and mean shift clustering. The algorithm forms data
chains from low-local-density data points to high-local-density data points, treats the latter as clustering
centers, and then integrates the data chains and completes the clustering operations. The number of
clusters is automatically determined by the BCALoD algorithm, which is more sensitive to small clusters,
and reduced the number of parameters requiring adjustment to the lowest.

Using the characteristics of noise, a denoising method is proposed based on local density, which ensures
a denoising effect and retains the sensitivity of the BCALoD algorithm to small clusters. The denoising
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method assigns a cutoff local density and cutoff distance for each cluster, retaining useful data as much
as possible. The proposed algorithm can also reduce calculation cost.

The BCALoD algorithm can do effective cluster analyses on aspheric clusters, spirals datasets, noise-
containing datasets, and image data. The proposed algorithm can also achieve ideal clustering
performance for clusters of various shapes. When the number of clusters is large, the BCALoD algorithm
can quickly determine the number of clusters, is more sensitive to small clusters, and removes noise
effectively.
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Figures

Figure 1

Bidirectional clustering algorithm based on local density. (Left) (a) Up process. Starting from the data
point with minimum local density (qi), the data points qj whose local density is greater than ρi and
closest to the qi point must be searched for. The search operation is repeated until there is no data point
with a larger local density within the cutoff distance dc to form a data chain from q1 to qm. When the
same calculation is done for the remaining data, the data chains of all data points are �nally obtained.
(Middle) (b) Down process. The clustering operation is �nally completed by sorting out the data chains
formed in the up process, classifying those data chains by their top data points, merging them, and then
traversing all the points in the dataset, as shown in (Right) (c) clustering result.
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Figure 2

Cluster analysis of 2D Gaussian mixture distribution datasets. (Left)(a) Case 1 dataset. 2D Gaussian
mixture distribution datasets. (Right) (b) Results of the BCALoD clustering. Clustering results of the
BCALoD algorithm.

Figure 3

Clustering of a noise-containing 2D Gaussian mixture distribution dataset. (Left) (a) Noise points were
introduced to Case 1. The BCALoD algorithm was used to do cluster analysis for all data, and the dc
value in Case 1 was 1.18. (Right) (b) Fig.3b shows that some noise points were clustered into noise
clusters, and the other noise points were clustered into real clusters.
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Figure 4

BCALoD noise recognition. (Top Left) (a) Fig. 4a shows the number of clusters �ltered from small to large
local density. When the local density gradually increased, it was observed that the number of clusters
gradually decreased. When the local density was small, the number of clusters decreased sharply, and the
data points deleted during this period were noise points. When the cutoff local density increased to a
certain value, the number of clusters became 1. (Top Right) (b) The clustering indicator of the noise-
containing 2D Gaussian mixture distribution dataset was calculated. The highest value of the decision
indicator Di was used as the best clustering indicator. To save data points as much as possible, the
smallest local density when the decision indicator reached the maximum was selected as the cutoff local
density to denoise the dataset. Six clusters were calculated in the dataset. (Bottom Left) (c) Fig. 4c shows
cutoff local densities and cutoff distances of each cluster respectively. There, the blue point is the initial
cutoff distance. (Bottom Right) (d) Fig. 4d shows the �nal denoising clustering result calculated by
BCALoD.
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Figure 5

Combination dataset cluster analysis. (Top Left) (a) Data points comprised a Gaussian mixture
distribution and spirals. (Top Right) (b) Accurate numbers of data points in different clusters were
obtained by using the BCALoD algorithm. (Bottom Left and Right)(c-d) GMM and K-Mean were used to do
cluster analysis for the combination dataset. For non-Gaussian spirals GMM could not calculate the
expectation and variance of the dataset. Also, the K-mean method has poor clustering result for spirals
data points. In this case, neither the silhouette coe�cients nor the BIC could accurately provide the
optimal solution of the cluster number, and determining the cluster number was di�cult. However
BCALoD cluster algorithm could effectively cluster the dataset.
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Figure 6

Clustering results of city lighting satellite image. (Top Left) (a) A NASA city light satellite image was
selected as the dataset. This was also done to verify the BCALoD algorithm’s ability to cluster datasets
with multiple cluster centers and small clusters. The brightness of each point in the area was different,
and the lights were widely distributed. There were many distribution centers in the image, and the
distribution shapes were irregular. It would be very di�cult to execute effective clustering calculations for
these images using traditional methods. (Top Right)(b) The BCALoD algorithm was used to do cluster
analysis on the images, and the clustering results obtained. (Bottom Left) (c) Decision diagram of
satellite image BCALoD clustering. (Bottom Right)(d) Cluster size. Using a clustering calculation, the total
value of light brightness in each region was obtained. The number of city light clusters reached 130,
indicating that the BCALoD algorithm has good clustering capability for datasets of multiple clustering
centers. The results also show that the BCALoD algorithm has accurate clustering performance for data
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clusters of various shapes, and that small-cluster datasets can be clustered separately using this
algorithm.


